We correct a mistake in Section 2.4 of the said paper.
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There is a canonical functor " W Z Span ! Cor 0 (2) which is the identity on objects and sends a span (2.1) from [1] ,
to f ı t g.
LEMMA 1
In (3) , assume that Z is irreducible, and let N Z be its image in X Y , viewed as an element of Cor 0 .X; Y /. Then ".f; g/ D OEZ W N Z N Z.
Proof
This follows from the formula for the composition of finite correspondences. PROPOSITION 
/, and thus (Recall these tensor structures: on objects they are given by the product of étale kschemes; the tensor product of two spans .f; g/ and .f 0 ; g 0 / is .f f 0 ; g g 0 /, and the tensor product of finite correspondences is the usual one.) This is obvious if k is algebraically closed, because " is then a˝-isomorphism of˝-categories. The general case follows from the next proposition.
PROPOSITION 3
Let " W A ! B be a full˝-functor between rigid symmetric monoidal categories, which is the identity on objects. Then the natural morphism
is an isomorphism for any M; N 2 Mod B.
Before starting the proof, let us clarify the somewhat improper use of "dummy" in [1, last part of the proof of Proposition A.14]. We also have the following lemma. , and the second one follows by inspection. (The surjectivity of " on objects gives surjectivity on generators, its bijectivity gives bijectivity on generators, and its fullness gives surjectivity on relations.) Alternatively, this can also be shown by using the final functor theorem of [2, Theorem 1, p. 217]; the details are left to the interested readers.
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We can now prove With these identifications, it is clear that (4) becomes the identity map.
6
To summarize this discussion: cohomological Mackey functors are exactly modules over Cor 0 ; the relations on the tensor product coming from the full transfer structure of Mackey functors are redundant as long as we work with cohomological Mackey functors.
7
Here are more minor errata:
In the second diagram of Section 2.1, the arrows f and f 0 should point in the opposite direction. In the diagram in Section A.8, the left (resp., right) vertical map should read (resp., Š ı ). Throughout the Appendix, the citation [2, Example 1] should read [2, Exposé 1].
